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Coveo for Salesforce V1

The Coveo for Salesforce integration V1 allows you to access all the advanced search and management capabilities of Coveo directly in
Salesforce.

The topics in this section describe various approaches for providing advanced search features directly inside Salesforce.

 
Getting Started with Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (V1)
Creating a Custom Search Page
Using the JavaScript Search Framework Within VisualForce
Salesforce1 Integration
Whitelisting the Salesforce Host for the JavaScript Search
Reference
Maintenance
Coveo for Salesforce V1 - Release Notes
How to Leverage Custom Context Attributes in the Query Pipeline

Getting Started with Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (V1)

The intent of this Getting Started section is to provide comprehensible steps towards the achievement of your first Coveo for Salesforce
implementation. It exposes all the concepts that will be encountered from a developer perspective while linking the documentation and API of
involved Coveo technologies into a cohesive guide. 

Use the topics in this section start on a solid foundation, understanding Coveo for Salesforce concepts, and embark on customizing the search
experience. 

Coveo for Salesforce Architecture
Basic Setup Before You Can Start to Develop
Search Page Architecture
Understanding Result Templates
Understanding Search & Relevancy
Implementing Usage Analytics
Implementing the UserActions component

Coveo for Salesforce Architecture

Important
The second generation  package is now available.Coveo for Salesforce

Starting in July 2015, the Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (V1) package is deprecated and maintained for bug fixes only.

If you are deploying a Coveo integration in Salesforce for the first time, use the new package (see Developing with Coveo for
).Salesforce

If you already deployed the Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (V1), it is recommended that you plan a migration to the Coveo for
Salesforce V2 package.

Important
The second generation  package is now available.Coveo for Salesforce

If you are deploying a Coveo integration in Salesforce for the first time, use the new package (see Developing with Coveo for
).Salesforce

If you already deployed the Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (V1), it is recommended that you plan a migration to the Coveo for
Salesforce V2 package.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Coveo+for+Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Developing+with+Coveo+for+Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Developing+with+Coveo+for+Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Coveo+for+Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Developing+with+Coveo+for+Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Developing+with+Coveo+for+Salesforce
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As shown in the diagram, in short we can describe Coveo for Salesforce as follows:

 

A Salesforce application ( ) that bundles the Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud package available from AppExchange Coveo JavaScript
.Search Framework

Allows you to easily create community or internal full search pages, insight panels, agent consoles...
Leverages the  (through the Coveo Cloud , , and ):Coveo Cloud Platform Platform API REST Search API Usage Analytics API

Creates or links to your .Coveo Organization
Indexes your Salesforce objects.
Optionally indexes content from your other repository types (such as web content, emails, cloud files, intranets, communities...).
Sends queries to, and receives search results from your Coveo Organization.
Logs search and custom usage events to the  service.Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics
Offers the  to allow you to manage your Coveo Organization, index sources, and usage analytics data.Coveo Cloud Console

 

Basic Setup Before You Can Start to Develop
Before you can start to modify or create code to customize Coveo for Salesforce, you must get and deploy the out-of-the-box Coveo for

https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N30000009x8GjEAI
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=88
https://cloudplatform.coveo.com/docs/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=45#WhatIsAnOrg
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=89
https://cloud.coveo.com/
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1.  

2.  

Salesforce package in your Salesforce developer environment.

Use the following steps to start on a good common ground. 

Get a Salesforce developer environment
If you are new to Salesforce development, sign up to   to create your developer organization thatdeveloper.salesforce.com
contains some demo Salesforce data (see  ).Signing Up for a Developer Edition Organization
OR
You can also use a sandbox that is a clone of your production org (see  ).Creating and Configuring a Sandbox

Install the Coveo for Salesforce application
Using your developer account,   or   organization. log in to your Salesforce developer sandbox
From the AppExchange,  . download the latest version of Coveo for Salesforce
Install the Coveo for Salesforce application in your developer or sandbox organization (see Installing the Coveo for Salesforce

). Application
Link Coveo for Salesforce to a Coveo Cloud Organization
A Coveo Cloud Organization hosts an index from which Coveo search interfaces integrated in Salesforce will get search results (see Linki

).ng Coveo for Salesforce to a Coveo Organization
Index content
Before you can see search results in Coveo search interfaces, if not already done, you must bring content into your Coveo Cloud
Organization index. 
From the Coveo Cloud console   page:Sources

Index at least the standard objects from your Salesforce organization (see  ) and optionally:  Adding a Salesforce Source
Salesforce Content objects
Knowledge objects

Consider indexing the content from other repository types (see  ).Available Source Types With Coveo for Salesforce
Create the default full search page
You can now create a full search page and make the initial configuration with the assistance of the Interface Editor (see Creating Your

 and  ).First Full JavaScript Search Page in Salesforce Making Basic JavaScript Search Page Customization With the Interface Editor
Consider using the   to manage your deployment and migrations steps during your project.Force.com Migration Tool

Search Page Architecture
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework bundled with the Coveo for Salesforce package is used to create search pages (see JavaScript Search

. Framework V0.9 (Legacy))

A search page within Salesforce leverages the JavaScript Search Framework concepts (see  ) and is essentially made up of twoCore Concepts
elements:

An APEX page

This page allows to hook yourself directly to the JavaScript Search Framework. When accessed the first time, it launches the automatic
search page creation process (see ). When the page is already created youCreating Your First Full JavaScript Search Page in Salesforce
can use the Interface Editor to easily customize its layout and components (see Making Basic JavaScript Search Page Customization

). With the Interface Editor

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" sidebar="false">
 <CoveoSolutions:SearchInterface />
</apex:page>

The  loads all the JavaScript Search dependencies, thus shielding you from having to manage the framework coreSearchInterface

essential. You can also review the constitution of the JavaScript Search by looking within the static resources for . CoveoJsSearch
A Visualforce component
A search page is composed of HTML tags decorated with well-known CSS classes. Each of these classes corresponds to a component
to be instantiated during the initialization (see ).Components

The HTML code below is generated by the Interface Editor when you publish your search page. It is equivalent to the  section of<body>
a standard web page.

https://developer.salesforce.com/
https://developer.salesforce.com/trailhead/force_com_introduction/starting_force_com/starting_intro
https://developer.salesforce.com/trailhead/alm_deployment/alm_sandbox
https://login.salesforce.com/
https://test.salesforce.com/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N30000009x8GjEAI
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=5
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=5
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=12
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=12
https://cloud.coveo.com/#content/sources
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=31
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=54
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=129
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=129
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=133
https://developer.salesforce.com/page/Force.com_Migration_Tool
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Core+Concepts
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=1
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=133
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=133
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Components
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2.  

<apex:component ><div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface"
data-enable-history="true">
 
 <div class="coveo-tab-section">
 </div>
 <div class="coveo-search-section">
 </div>
 <div class="coveo-results-section">
 </div>

</div>
</apex:component>

Generating an initial search page is the best way to understand what happens behind the scenes. You can use the Interface Editor in Ad
 to discover all available components and parameters, make changes, and switch between the   and vanced Mode Components Code ta

bs to understand how the HTML code is modified.

In addition to the basic structure of a search page, it is essential to understand the flow of events that allow for control and presentation of a
search page  (see JS.UI  ).Events

What's next?

Proceed to .Understanding Result Templates

 

 

Understanding Result Templates

In this topic:
Identifying Templates, Conditions, and Hierarchy
Predefined Templates
Extending a Predefined Template
Template Composition

Result templates are used to structure and format the information provided by a Coveo item.  In essence, markup code within a  sectio<script>
n under the  (  in the markup) displays the JSON response that conveys all the content of a result byResultList Component CoveoResultList
means of a templating engine (see ).  Result Templates

Result Template fundamentals are:

All templates have hierarchical conditioning
A template may make use of another template
A template renders using one of the following engines:

application/underscores
application/json
application/html

Three (3) different template types can be used:
Predefined (Underscore) templates from whom you can inherit
Extended (JSON) templates to inject fields in a predefined parent template
Custom (HTML or Underscore) templates to fully have control on the UI

 

You can also refer to the Search API documentation to review how to formulate and view a JSON response (see Invoking the REST
).Search API

Information on a result is composed of field values - thus why it is important to know - extremely well - the indexed data (system and
generated fields) and to construct any other field (user defined fields) that is expected by a search user. Field behaviour doesn't solely

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/ResultList+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Result+Templates
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Invoking+the+REST+Search+API
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Invoking+the+REST+Search+API
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Identifying Templates, Conditions, and Hierarchy

Using the Interface Editor in  view mode, you will find the  component and identify theCode CoveoResultList  type and data-template-id a

ttribute for each template that is listed.

Template execution sequence:
If the result to display responds to the condition stated within the  template, it will display using that predefined format.Salesforce
 Otherwise it will follow thru to the next listed template - meaning the next  - and verify its condition ultimately ending up<script>
selecting the  template.  Default

<div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade">
  <script class="result-template" type="application/json"
data-template-id="Salesforce">
  {
    "fields": []
  }
  </script>
  <script class="result-template" type="application/json">
  {
    "fields":[
      { "field": "@sysauthor", "caption": "Author" }
    ]
  }
  </script>
</div>

A condition can be any type of expression, for example,  . Another approach is to utilize the @sfcasestatus=Open loadTemplate

function that matches a template  with a condition. In such cases, you would define your templates prior to your id result-templ

 script.ate

<div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade">
 <script id=AllCases" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 </script>
 <script id=EscCases" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 </script>
 <script id=Accounts" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 </script>
 <script id=AllSFDC" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 </script>
 <script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
   {{=
    loadTemplates({
     'AllCases': raw.objecttype=="Cases" ,
    'EscCases': raw.sfcaseisescalated=="True" ,
     'Accounts': raw.objecttype=="Accounts" ,
     'AllSFDC': raw.syssource=='Salesforce',
     'Default' : 'default'
    })
   }}
 </script>
</div>

apply itself to result templates, it is suggested to review all possible behaviors (see ) andCreating and Managing Fields for a Source
view field values in order to create an effective search experience (see ).Inspecting Items With the Content Browser

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=137
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=77
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As in all templates, we use our well-known components and CSS selectors to decorate HTML tags. 

Example:

<%= fromFileTypeToIcon(obj) %>
<div class=\"coveo-date\"><%- dateTime(raw.sysdate) %></div>
<div class=\"coveo-title\">
    <a class=\"CoveoResultLink\"><%= title ? highlight(title,
titleHighlights) : clickUri %></a>
    <%= loadTemplate(\"DefaultQuickView\") %>
</div>
<div class=\"coveo-excerpt\">
    <%= highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights) %>
</div>
<div class=\"CoveoPrintableUri\"></div>
<table class=\"CoveoFieldTable\">
 <%= templateFields() %>
</table>

In the above example - the  template to be precise - we notably use:Default

coveo-date
coveo-title
coveo-excerpt

CoveoResultLink
CoveoPrintableURI
CoveoFieldTable

clickUri
excerpt
excerptHighlights

Predefined Templates

Many result templates are provided upon deployment of the Coveo for Salesforce package.  The data-template-id may be referring to a pred
efined template such as  .  Use your browser Developer Tool to view the list of all predefined templates (use of Chrome in belowSalesforce

example):  

Markup

Coveo CSS classes

Coveo Components

JSON Fields
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1.  

2.  

So, predefined templates are:

Recommended layout formats to cater to a specific context (such as specific repositories like Salesforce, Sharepoint, GoogleDrive...).
Cannot be modified as they are serialized within the Coveo package, hence the  andCoveo.UI.TemplateCache.RegisterTemplate

.Coveo.UI.UnderscoreTemplate.fromString
Besides the fields in use within the template, no other fields can be applied.
May be copied to create your own template, though this will branch it out of updates.
Are defined with the  engine.Underscore

Extending a Predefined Template

In the Interface Editor, while in  view, select the result list in the left panel to list the templates.Component

Click the pencil to edit the template (like the GoogleDrive template in the following capture.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

Enter a name within the  attribute, return and re-edit the template to notice that the template  and  are in sync. If left blank, the Id name Id I
 field ( in the markup) will utilize the name of its parent template, in this case GoogleDrive.  Same logic appliesd data-template-id 

itself to the condition field.  

You can also add fields. 
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4.  

Example:
By looking at a predefined template you will notice where the field is injected:

<table class="CoveoResultField">
 <%= templateFields() %>
</table>

Adding the   system field would change the template in this way:@sysfiletype

So, extended templates are:

Child templates extended from a predefined template.
The extension is the add-on of fields within a table.
The condition applied supersedes the condition within the parent template.
Are defined with the JSON templating engine.
 

Customizing a Template

In case scenarios where predefined or extended templates are too restrictive to the context and requirements of your implementation, you can
always create your own template and have full control on its rendering.  You can register your template as are the predefined templates, but no
real advantage is perceived by use of this method.  Rather, apply your template directly within the  as are applied otherCoveoResultList
templates by viewing them in the Interface Editor   view.  Code

So, custom templates are:

Not to be used as-is within the .CoveoResultList
Requires the creation of a JSON based template as a child for the custom template.
The condition applied supersedes the condition within the parent template.
Are defined with either HTML or Underscore.

Template Composition

 This practice allows code reuse, tidiness, and separation of concern.

Template Extension
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Example:

Here's an extract of the  template - notice the use of  Default <%=loadTemplate%> which injects the   inDefaultViewTemplate

to the current template.

<%= fromFileTypeToIcon(obj) %>
<div class=\"coveo-date\"><%- dateTime(raw.sysdate) %></div>
<div class=\"coveo-title\">
    <a class=\"CoveoResultLink\"><%= title ? highlight(title,
titleHighlights) : clickUri %></a>
    <%= loadTemplate(\"DefaultQuickView\") %>
</div>
<div class=\"coveo-excerpt\">
    <%= highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights) %>
</div>
<div class=\"CoveoPrintableUri\"></div>
<table class=\"CoveoFieldTable\">
 <%= templateFields() %>
</table>

 

What's next?

Proceed to  .Understanding Search & Relevance

 

Understanding Search & Relevancy
In this part of our Getting Started section we will sum up all the references required to understand how to formulate expressions that will make up
the effective query.  Hence, a query is a sum of expressions of diverse nature, in the likes of:

Expression Basics
Ranking Basics
Query Extensions
Query Expansions

In the end, it's by using these expression types that we can match to Coveo items within the index and calculate their ranking weight to establish
their relevancy.  The challenge becomes how to inspect and gather what expressions are of use within a query - thus profiling a query:

Profiling a Query

What's next?

Proceed to  .Implementing Usage Analytics

 

 

Expression Basics

In this topic:
Keyword Expressions
Field Expressions
Expression Operators
Expression Completion or Suggestion
What's next?

A Coveo query expression can be as simple as a single keyword, but can also include more complex expressions including fields, operators,
prefixes, and more. The Coveo Query syntax is summarized in our online help (see Coveo Query Syntax Reference). 

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10005
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Keyword Expressions

Here are some   towards keyword expressions (see also ):facts and guidelines   Basic Query Composition Facts and Guidelines

Choose descriptive words.
Use the right number of terms.
Try synonyms (see  ).Managing the Thesaurus of Your Coveo Organization
Same root words are searched (see  ).About Stemming
Each term is important.
Order of terms is not important.
Terms are not case sensitive.
Accentuated words are taken into account.
Misspelled words are corrected (see  ).How Are Misspelled Words Handled?
Punctuation is ignored.
Special characters may have special effects (see ).Using Special Characters in Queries
Numbers are important.

Field Expressions

Akin to keyword expressions, data that describes other data is called  or sometimes,  or . In a Coveo implementation,metadata properties attributes
we refer to metadata as  in the unified index. Field expressions are used throughout Coveo products, sometimes hidden in the code.fields
Consider facets, they are simply built from a field expression: .@[FieldName][RelationalOperator][FieldValue]

Some other field uses include:

For filtering - by applying a scope to a search tab (if using the JavaScript Search UI).
For formatting - by tailoring the template that displays information on a result.
For sorting - by providing less generic sorting options.
For relevancy - by providing optimization of search relevancy with ranking expressions.

You can refer to our listing to see what fields you may use and also the behavior inferred to each field (see ).Available System Fields

Expression Operators

In either case of Keyword Expressions or Field Expressions, there is a wide range of prefixes and operators that can scope the matching
possibilities on the index (see ).  In some specific cases, there is even advanced field expressions which can beSearch Prefix and Operators
applied (see ).Advanced Field Queries

Expression Completion or Suggestion

The Coveo search box can feature query completion to help reduce expression typing and suggest relevant expressions or search results that
you can immediately select (see ). The typed string matches the beginning of words anywhere in the suggestion, thusUsing Query Completion
maximizing the probability to quickly find an appropriate suggestion.  Within our JavaScript Search UI, query completion is provided by the means
of our   and  .OmniBox Component OmniBoxResultList Component

Another feature that provides assistance for effective queries is that of Did You Mean (see ).  Within ourHow Are Misspelled Words Handled?
JavaScript Search UI, misspelled expressions are managed by the  .DidYouMean Component

What's next?

Proceed to  .Ranking Basics

Ranking Basics

Establishing the ranking of a Coveo Item is done in four (4) phases of which:

Phase 1 - Determines the Coveo Items to which the user has access.  The user email address is used by the Coveo security providers -
namely the Email security provider as a SSO -  to match security entries within the security cache.
Phase 2 and 3 - Match expressions to content and field values.
Phase 4 - Evaluates frequency, proximity, and term value.

In the end, a total of a thousand (1,000) Coveo Items are confirmed and will form the result list.

Ranking strategies that may be applied to alter the ranking score of a result are:

Ranking strategy Phase applicability Recommended usage  Means to use

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10007
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=71
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10008
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10009
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10010
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp120&context=142
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10011
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10012
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10013
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/OmniBox+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/OmniBoxResultList+Component
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=searchhelp120&context=10009
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/DidYouMean+Component
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Ranking Expression Query Best Practice For a Cloud index using the
Coveo Cloud Console (see Man

) oraging Ranking Expressions
using  query expression.$qre

Ranking Override Index Not Preferred For a Cloud index using the
Coveo Cloud Console (see Fine-
Tuning Ranking Weights) or
using $weight query expression.

You can see the ranking score of a search result by pressing the  key and double-clicking on a result on any given result list. ALT

What's next?

Proceed to  .Query Extensions

Query Extensions

A Coveo query can take advantage of powerful query extensions - to build more effective queriesoriginally developed for Coveo for Salesforce - 
with various matching and ranking parameters (see ). Query Extension Language

You can use query extensions to integrate contextual information from a Salesforce Case, Account, Opportunity or any other object to return
related and relevant content.  You can use query extensions in components such as the Insight Box Editor or again behind the scenes in the
code.  

The topics in this section provide samples to understand the mechanics of query extension execution. 

Query Extension Example Related to the Experts Tab
Query Extension Examples Related to Accounts
Query Extension Examples Related to Cases

What's next?

Proceed to  .Query Expansions

Query Extension Example Related to the Experts Tab

When you create an   tab in a Coveo for Salesforce panel (see  ), you must specify a query that willExperts Customizing a Coveo Insight Panel
return search results of type   that represent experts for the currently selected case or account in Salesforce.People

The following query is one example of how to retrieve experts relative to the currently selected case.

{{relatedItems=$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: '@sysconcepts',
maximumValues: '25', modifier: '10000')
               $correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}")
               (@objecttype==case OR @objecttype==kb)
               (NOT @sfid=={!Id})}}
{{authorsOfRelatedItems=$valuesOfField(resultSet: {{relatedItems}}, field:
'@sfownerid', maximum: '25', sortOrder: 'SortByScore')}}
$valuesToResultSet(values: {{authorsOfRelatedItems}}, field: '@sfid')

This query lists people that are owners of content related to the currently selected case. 

 In more details:

Line 1 to 4 find other cases or knowledge base (kb) items sharing the concepts and keywords of the subjects of the currently selected
case.
Line 5 extracts the most relevant owners of these related cases or knowledge base (kb) items.
Line 6 transforms the list of owner values into a result set.

 

Note:
You can use query extension within Salesforce in Coveo Insight Boxes (see  or Creating a Coveo Insight Box Using the Advanced Mode Cust

).omizing a Predefined Coveo Insight Box

Note:

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=125
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=125
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=81
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=81
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions#StandardQueryExtensions-StandardQueryExtensions-$weight
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/cloud/customizing_a_coveo_insight_panel.htm
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=18
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=55
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=55
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Query Extension Examples Related to Accounts

This topic describes complex queries using extensions that provide information related to the context of the currently selected account in
Salesforce.

Recent Emails

{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!&gt;Name}"}}
{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}
{{emailAddresses=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemail', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}
$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses(addresses: {{emailAddresses}})
NOT @sysisattachment
$sort(criteria: 'datedescending')

This query lists in a date descending order all emails exchanged between all people connected to the currently selected account.

The query is described in details in another topic (see  ). Anatomy of a Complex Query Using Extensions

Related Accounts

{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!>Name}"}}
{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}
{{emailDomains=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemaildomainname', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}
$join(toResultSet: $type(name: 'Account'),
      fromResultSet: $joinOnValues(resultSet: @uri,
                                   field: '@sfemaildomainname',
                                   values: {{emailDomains}}),
                                   field: '@sfaccountid')

This query lists accounts for which the email address of attached contacts share the email domain with the currently selected account.

In more details:

Line 1 gets the current account context. 
Creates an alias named accounts that contains only results of type   for which the name contains the name of the currentlyAccount

The previous query provides the relevant users to show in the  tab. Later, you must also specify a second query that specifies theExperts
items to list in relation with the selected expert for each Insight Box that you add to the  tab (see Experts Creating a Coveo Insight Box Using

).the Advanced Mode

Example:
The following query lists related cases for the selected expert. 

$type(name:'Case') (NOT @sfid=="{!Id}")
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: '{!&gt;Subject} {!&gt;Description}')
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=={!Id}, field: '@sysconcepts',
maximumValues: '25', modifier: '10000')
%sfuserid% 

The   line filters results for the expert that the user selects in the  tab.%sfuserid% Experts

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Anatomy+of+a+Complex+Query+Using+Extensions
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/cloud/creating_a_coveo_insight_box_using_the_advanced_mode.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/cloud/creating_a_coveo_insight_box_using_the_advanced_mode.htm
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selected account. 
Line 2 gets the contacts for this account context.
Uses the standard extension   to create an alias named contacts that contains only results of type   that share the$join Contact
Salesforce account ID   with accounts in the accounts alias. (field: '@sfaccountid')
Line 3 gets the email domains for these contacts.
Uses the standard extension   to create an alias named   that contains a list of email domains from the$valuesOfField emailDomains
contacts in the contacts alias. 
Lines 4 to 8 gets the accounts that share these email domains. 
Use the standard extensions   and   to return only accounts that share the email domains from the $join $joinOnValues emailDomain

 alias.s

Key Colleagues

{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!&gt;Name}"}}
{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}
{{contactEmailAddresses=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemail', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}
{{emailsExchangedWithAccounts=$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses(addresses:
{{contactEmailAddresses}})}}
{{emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts=$participantsForThoseEmails(emails:
{{emailsExchangedWithAccounts}})}}
{{onlyInternalEmailAddresses=$keepMatchingValues(regex: '.*@\Qmyorganization.com\E',
values: {{emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts}})}}
$joinOnValues(resultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'), field: '@sfemail', values:
{{onlyInternalEmailAddresses}}) 

This query lists co-workers who exchanged emails in connection with the currently selected account. 

 In more details: 

Line 1 gets the current account context. 
Creates an alias named accounts that contains only results of type   for which the name contains the name of the currentlyAccount
selected account.
Line 2 gets the contacts for this account context. 
Uses the standard extension   to create an alias named contacts that contains only results of type   that share the$join Contact
Salesforce account ID   with accounts in the accounts alias. (field: '@sfaccountid')
Line 3 gets the email addresses for these contacts.
Uses the standard extension   to create an alias named   that contains a list of emails for$valuesOfField contactEmailAddresses
the contacts in the contacts alias. 
Line 4 gets the emails messages exchanged with these email addresses.»
Uses the   standard extension to create an   alias that$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses emailsExchangedWithAccounts
contains the email messages exchanged with addresses from the   alias. contactEmailAddresses
Line 5 gets the participants to these email exchanges. 
Uses the   standard extension to create an   alias that$participantsForThoseEmails emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts
contains the email addresses involved in exchanges with emails from the   alias. emailsExchangedWithAccounts
Line 6 keeps only the internal participants to these email exchanges. 
Uses the   standard extension to create an   alias that contains only internal$keepMatchingValues onlyInternalEmailAddresses
addresses involved in exchanges with emails from the   alias. emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts

Line 7 gets the names of the internal participants to these email exchanges.
Uses the   standard extension to return contact names for the emails addresses from the $joinOnValues onlyInternalEmailAddres

 alias.ses

 

Key Contacts

Nnote:
In the regular expression regex:   you must change   by your own'.*@\Qmyorganization.com\E' myorganization.com
domain. Use the Java regular expression (REGEX) syntax (see ).Lesson: Regular Expressions

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!&gt;Name}"}}
{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}
{{contactEmailAddresses=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemail', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}
{{emailsExchangedWithAccounts=$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses(addresses:
{{contactEmailAddresses}})}}
{{emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts=$participantsForThoseEmails(emails:
{{emailsExchangedWithAccounts}})}}
{{onlyInternalEmailAddresses=$keepMatchingValues(regex: '.*@\Qmyorganization.com\E',
values: {{emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts}})}}
$joinOnValues(resultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'), field: '@sfemail', values:
{{onlyInternalEmailAddresses}}) 

This query lists external contacts with whom emails were exchanged in connection with the currently selected account. 

 In more details: 

Lines 1 to 5 are identical to that of the Key Colleagues query. 
Line 6 keeps only the internal participants to these email exchanges. 
Uses the   standard extension to create an   alias that contains only$removeMatchingValues onlyExternalEmailAddresses
external addresses involved in exchanges with emails from the   alias. emailAddressesInvolvedWithAccounts

Line 7 gets the names of the internal participants to these email exchanges. 
Uses the   standard extension to return contact names for the emails addresses from the $joinOnValues onlyExternalEmailAddres

 alias.ses

Query Extension Examples Related to Cases

This topic describes complex queries using extensions that provide information related to the context of the currently selected case in Salesforce.

Similar Cases

@objecttype==case
(NOT @sfid=="{!Id}")
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: "@sysconcepts", maximumValues:
'25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}") 

This query lists the most pertinent cases that share concepts and keywords from the subject of the currently selected case.  

 In more details:

Line 1 gets all results that are of type case. 
Line 2 excludes the currently selected case. 
Line 3 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost cases with similar concepts. $correlateResultSet
Line 4 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost cases sharing keywords from the$correlateUsingIdf
subject of the currently selected case.

Related Knowledge Base

Nnote:
In the regular expression regex:   you must change   by your own'.*@\Qmyorganization.com\E' myorganization.com
domain. Use the Java regular expression (REGEX) syntax (see ).Lesson: Regular Expressions

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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@sfobjecttype=="KB Article"
$qre(expression: '@sfkbarticleresolution=(fix)', modifier: '40')
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: "@sysconcepts", maximumValues:
'25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}")

This query lists the most pertinent knowledge base articles that share concepts and keywords from the subject of the currently selected case.

In more details:

Line 1 gets all results for which the Salesforce object type is KB Article. 
Line 2 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost articles with a resolution status set to fix. $qre
Line 3 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost articles sharing concepts with the$correlateResultSet
currently selected case. 
Line 4 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost articles sharing keywords from the$correlateUsingIdf
subject of the currently selected case.

Related Community Posts

@objecttype==answer
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: "@sysconcepts", maximumValues:
'25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}") 

This query lists the most pertinent community posts that share concepts and keywords from the subject of the currently selected case.

In more details:

Line 1 gets all results for which the Salesforce object type is answer, corresponding to Answers community posts. 
Line 2 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost posts sharing concepts with the$correlateResultSet
currently selected case. 
Line 3 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost posts sharing keywords from the$correlateUsingIdf
subject of the currently selected case.

Related Developer Posts

@sysfiletype==lithiummessage
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: "@sysconcepts", maximumValues:
'25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}") 

This query lists the most pertinent Lithium developer community posts that share concepts and keywords from the subject of the currently
selected case.

In more details:

Line 1 gets all results for which the file type is  , in this case, posts from a Lithium message board for developers. lithiummessage
Line 2 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost posts sharing concepts with the$correlateResultSet
currently selected case. 
Line 3 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost posts sharing keywords from the$correlateUsingIdf
subject of the currently selected case.

Related Files 
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$type(name:'File')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: '{!>Subject}')
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: '@sysconcepts', maximumValues:
'25', modifier: '10000') 

This query lists the most pertinent files that share concepts and keywords from the subject of the currently selected case.

In more details:

Line 1 uses the standard extension   to get only results that are files. $type
Line 2 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost files sharing keywords from the$correlateUsingIdf
subject of the currently selected case. 
Line 3 uses the standard extension   to create ranking expressions to boost posts sharing concepts with the$correlateResultSet
currently selected case.

Query Expansions

The following Coveo Cloud features apply their own expressions to the effective query:

Ranking Weights (see )Fine-Tuning Ranking Weights
Stop Words (see Managing Stop Words)
Thesaurus (see Managing the Thesaurus of Your Organization)
Top Results (see Managing Promoted Results)
Ranking Expressions (see Managing Ranking Expressions)

Ranking weights, stop words and thesaurus are configurable expressions defined within the Cloud Console (see  ). TheseSearch Optimization
optimizations are managed by a server-side process (see  ).  At the time of writing this guide, the QueryCreating and Managing Query Pipelines
Pipeline was not exposed thru the Cloud AdminTool for Top Results and Ranking Expressions as they remain executed server-side.

When the exposed feature set of the query pipeline does not fulfill a specific use case, it is possible to intervene and configure at server level (see
).   Query Pipeline Language (QPL)

What's next?

Proceed to  .Profiling a Query

Profiling a Query

In this topic:
Expression Types

Original Expression
Advanced Expression
Constant Expression
Nested Expression
Query Functions
Ranking Expression

Inspecting a Query
What's next?

Expressions can be entered in many ways during the lifecycle of building a query: 

By means of the search box
By the configurations applied in the Interface Editor
By the filters and contextual editor in an Insight Panel
Or by handling JavaScript Search events to alter the query  

Throughout these means, your expressions find themselves in different parts of the query.  It becomes important to understand how to effectively
form your request as it influences the way your expressions will be dealt with (see ). Query Parameters

Expression Types

Original Expression

This is typically the query expression entered by the user in a query box. Since this part of the query is expected to come from user input, it is
processed by the Did You Mean feature.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=81
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=70
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=71
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=126
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=125
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=108
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=128
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=18350826
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
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&q="{term, field}"

var value = $("#search").coveo('state', 'q');
$("#search").coveo('state', 'q', 'new value');

Advanced Expression

This is the part of the query expression generated by code based on various rules. For example, the expressions generated by the use of a Facet.

&aq="{term, field}"

Refer to the JavaScript Search QueryBuilder object.

Constant Expression

This part of the expression is much alike the advanced query expression, but it is meant to hold expressions that are   for all users of aconstant
search interface/widget. The results of evaluating those expressions are kept in a special index cache, to avoid re-evaluating them on each query.
You must be careful to not include dynamic parts in this expression, otherwise you risk filling up the cache with useless data and this might have a
negative impact on performance.

&cq="{term, field}"

Refer to the JavaScript Search QueryBuilder object.

Nested Expression

This is the disjunctive part of the query expression that is merged with the other expression parts using an   boolean operator. When specified,OR
the final expression evaluated by the index evaluated by the index ends up being (q aq cq) OR (dq).

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/ongoing query

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/Ongoing Query

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/Ongoing Query
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&dq="{term, field}"

 Refer to the JavaScript Search QueryBuilder object.

Query Functions

This specifies an array of function operations that will be executed on the result to restrict the matching.

&queryFunction=[{"function":"aFct","fieldname":"aName"}]

 Refer to the JavaScript Search QueryBuilder object.

Ranking Expression

This specifies an array of function operations that will be executed on the result to alter their ranking.

&rankingFunction=[{"expression":"anExp","normalizedWeight":"{True, False}"}]

Refer to the JavaScript Search QueryBuilder object.

Inspecting a Query

To inspect these type of expressions, your best option is to use your browser developer tools. For instance, in Chrome, press the  key.  F12

In the excerpt below from the  tab of a query originating of a SidePanel, we can clearly see in the Network AdvancedExpression ( ) the   aq

application of the contextual query entered from the Insight Panel editor. In this contextual portion of the query, extensions are mainly being 
used as ranking expressions.  Also entered from the Insight Panel editor, we see the ConstantExpression ( ) which refers to the filters.  cq
Lastly, no originalExpressions, rankingFunctions nor queryFunctions.

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/Ongoing Query

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/Ongoing Query

Invoking the parameter

Applying to a building/Ongoing Query
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Another way to inspect the query would be to look at the  tabConsole

What's next?

Proceed to  .Implementing Usage Analytics

 

Implementing Usage Analytics
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1.  
2.  

In this topic:
Enabling analytics in your search page
Recording implicit events
Recording explicit events
Viewing recorded events
Sharing dimensions across events
Analytics API

A Coveo Organization offers a Usage Analytics service to log user actions. You can then use the Coveo Cloud Console to review this data (see C
). Your Coveo for Salesforce components can send search (and even custom) events to this service so that you canoveo Cloud Usage Analytics

track what end-users do with the search components that you deploy. 

Usage Analytics is about recording events that will be used as variables in the computation of metrics (see  ). Usage Analytics Concepts

The act of recording a search event - any user interaction on a search page - relies on two (2) elements, the first being a   and the secondCause
being  :Dimensions

A   has a name and a type and is itself a DimensionCause
Dimensions are a grouping of metadata key-value pairs principally exploited within the dashboards, reports, and explorers within the
Coveo Cloud Console Usage Analytics pages

Enabling analytics in your search page

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework comes with the  that you can enable to automatically start logging all standardAnalytics Component
search events from your JavaScript Search page(s). 

There are no means through the Interface Editor to configure the feature, you must manually add the feature in the markup of your page (see Ana
).   .  lytics component sample Nothing else required as the package withholds the necessary configurations when in Salesforce

Alternatively, you could use the   which also has capabilities to enable the feature which implies configuring:SearchInterface component

An endpoint which by default is: https://usageanalytics.coveo.com
A token which you can obtain from .Coveo Support

Recording implicit events

To record Implicit Events, refer to the example below:

Example:

var eventCause = {name : ‘foo’, type : ‘bar’};
var eventMeta = {someKey : someValue, someKey2 : someMeta2, [etc..]};
$("#search").coveo('eventType', eventCause, eventMeta )

Event type Implicit cause Implicit dimensions

logSearchEvent See  as enumerated in Search Cause An
alyticsActionCauseList

See Search Dimensions

logSearchAsYouType See as enumerated in Search Cause  An
 alyticsActionCauseList

See Search Dimensions

logClickEvent See Click Causes See Click Dimensions

logCustomEvent See Event Type See Custom Dimensions

Recording explicit events

To record explicit events, you must either provide a custom  and/or declare custom .  In the latter, you need define the customCause Dimensions
dimensions in the Coveo Cloud Console as shown in the following example. 

Generic call

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=95
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Analytics+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Analytics+Component#AnalyticsComponent-AnalyticsComponent-Sample
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Analytics+Component#AnalyticsComponent-AnalyticsComponent-Sample
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/SearchInterface+Component
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/rest/v3/analytics
https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#SearchCause
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#Search_Dimensions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#SearchCause
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#Search_Dimensions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#ClickCause
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#Click_Dimensions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#CustomEventType
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=106#Custom_Dimensions
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Example:
Customized  where  is not defined within any known causes.Cause SubmitButton

var customEventCause = {name: 'SubmitButton', type: 'CaseDeflection'}; 

Customized  where  and  are not defined within any known Dimensions.Dimensions CaseSubject CaseDescription

var metadata = { Origin1: 'CaseCreation', CaseSubject: subj, CaseDescription:
desc }; 

Any custom dimension to be used within the Coveo Cloud Console needs to be declared, like for , caseSubject caseDescripti
.on

Code excerpt
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function getUAMetadata(){
    var subj = Coveo.$(subjId).val();
    var desc = Coveo.$(descId).val();
    var metadata = {
        Origin1: 'CaseCreation', 
        CaseSubject: subj, 
        CaseDescription: desc
    };
    return metadata;
}
function logPageUnloaUA(){
    if(!coveoPreventPageUnloadUA){
    var customEventCause = {name: 'PageUnload', type: 'CaseDeflection'};
    var metadata = getUAMetadata();
    Coveo.$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
}      
function logCancelClickUA(){
    var customEventCause = {name: 'CancelButton', type: 'CaseDeflection'};
    var metadata = getUAMetadata();
    Coveo.$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
    
    coveoPreventPageUnloadUA = true;
}    
function logSubmitClickUA(){
    var customEventCause = {name: 'SubmitButton', type: 'CaseDeflection'};
    var metadata = getUAMetadata();
    // Do the same validation as the VF page before submitting. 
    if(validateInputs()){
     Coveo.$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
    }
    coveoPreventPageUnloadUA = true;
} 

Viewing recorded events

To view recorded events, use the  in the  section of the Coveo Cloud Console (see Visit Browser Analytics Searching and Browsing User Visits
).  So when recording  , you have the liberty to specify what you deem appropriate.  Yet when recording With the Visit Browser logCustomEvent l

a custom Cause name will be overridden with  as its type.ogSearchEvent.  Search

Sharing dimensions across events

To add Dimensions that will be common to any event recorded, use the   changeAnalyticsCustomData Event of the Analytics component. The
example below adds dimensions to the metaDataAsString object in the likes of   username as the key and caseContext.username as the v

Again you would need to declare these Dimensions within the Coveo Cloud Console.alue.  

 

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=138
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=138
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-Events-changeAnalyticsCustomData
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Example:

$('#CoveoBoxboxid').on('changeAnalyticsCustomData', function(e, args) {
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.username = caseContext.username;
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.caseid = caseContext.id;
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.casesubject =
caseContext.subject.toLowerCase();
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.casenumber = caseContext.number;
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.caselanguage = caseContext.lang;
         args.metaObject.metaDataAsString.casestatus = caseContext.status;
});

Analytics API

A developer framework is detailed in order to produce, consume, and export analytics data (see ).  The followingCoveo Usage Analytics API
snippet allows you to make use of the  method within the  namespace of version 13 of our API:CombinedData Stats

var endpoint =
$('.CoveoSearchInterface').coveo(Coveo.Ui.SearchInterface).usageAnalytics.endpoint;
endpoint.getFromService('https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/rest/v13/stats/combinedData'
, requestParam).done(function(data) {}

A GItHub project also details how to send custom events to the Coveo Usage Analytics service (refer to ). coveo.analytics.js

Implementing the UserActions component

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

In order to use the  component available in the June 2015 release, you need to add an handler in your case deflection VisualforceUserActions
page. 

How does it works 

When creating a case, the unique  of the session is stored in that case in the  field. With that information, the VisitId VisitId__c custom Use
 retrieves from the Coveo Usage Analytics system all actions that have been done by the user in that session so that agentsrActions Component

can easily refer to the information in the Coveo Insight panel.

Getting the VisitId from the Coveo Usage Analytics 

Getting the unique  of a session can be done by calling the  method found in the Coveo  objeVisitId getCurrentVisitId AnalyticsClient
ct. It returns a JQuery Defered object and will resolve it with your .VisitId

$(".CoveoAnalytics").coveo().client.getCurrentVisitId().done(function(visitId) {
 $("#{!$Component.VisitId}").val(visitId);
});

 Adding the UserActions component in the legacy Insight Panel

Note:
Starting with the  , the new  includes the handlerJavaScript Search Framework November 2015 Release (v1.0.139) CaseCreation Component
required to make the  component work.UserAction

https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
https://github.com/Coveo/coveo.analytics.js
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=39977274
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/CaseCreation+Component
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

To add the  component in the legacy Insight Panel, you'll need to create a custom Visualforce page that will include the UserActions UserAction
, and then add it to your console layout. s Visualforce Component

<!-- Case example -->
<apex:page standardController="Case">
    <coveosolutions:UserActions record="{!record}"></coveosolutions:UserActions>  
    <coveosolutions:CoveoPanel type="Case" record="{!record}" showUserActions="true"
/>
</apex:page>

Adding the UserActions component with the Coveo Interface Editor

To add the  component using the Coveo Interface Editor, select the  check box, the  view, and then pasteUserActions Advanced Mode Code
the following code under the   section. You can refer to   and   tocoveo-box-popups-section BoxPopup Component UserActions Component
help you customize those components.

<div class="CoveoBoxPopup" data-title="User actions" data-full-width="true"
data-full-height="true" data-icon="coveo-sprites-tab-people">
    <div class="CoveoUserActions"></div>
</div>

Creating a Custom Search Page
The Coveo AppExchange Package ships with a default search page suitable for the most frequently used items inside Salesforce. For more
personalized needs, it's possible to create custom search pages which can be modified in many ways.

Creating a customized search page is done by creating a new VisualForce page and copying in it the markup for the standard search page. Once
this is done you can freely modify the look and feel of the search page, and customize things such as the tabs, facets, how results are displayed,
and so on.

Creating a Custom VisualForce Search Page

In Salesforce, go to Setup / Develop / Pages
Click the  button to create a new VisualForce page.New 
Enter a name and label for your custom search page.
In the  tab, copy the content of   that contains the markup for a default search page.VisualForce Markup this file
Click   You can now access your page by entering this path in your address bar (keeping the hostname): Save. /apex/NameOfYourPage
. It's also possible to map it to a Tab to make it easily accessible to users.

Customizing the Search Page

Coveo search pages are 100% client-side driven, meaning that all customizations are done using HTML and JavaScript. In complex scenarios
you might need to provide a custom Apex controller to expose some information to the search page that you'd then use inside your JavaScript
code, but in most cases you won't have to write any server-side code.

The search pages use the  , which is documented in a separate space. ReferCoveo JavaScript Search Framework  to this documentation for
complete information on how to customize the various aspects of a search page.

If you're only looking to perform basic customizations, you might jump right away to the   page which describes how to makeBasic Customizations
the most common changes.

Using the JavaScript Search Framework Within VisualForce
Since VisualForce pages are rendered as HTML and displayed in a browser, you can use the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework to offer
search features within those pages. The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework is packaged in the Coveo for Salesforce application on
the Salesforce AppExchange (see  ). Coveo for Salesforce You can use it in any VisualForce page by including a special component that will load

Coveo REST Search APIand configure the required resources. This component enables you to use the   along with the visual features of the
framework using the credentials of the authenticated Salesforce user (see  ). REST Search API

To use the framework in a VisualForce page, include the following component at the top of your page:

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/4358155/CustomSearchPage.page?version=2&modificationDate=1395336001810&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/JavaScript+Search+Framework+V0.9+%28Legacy%29+Home
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Basic+Customizations
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N30000009x8GjEAI
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
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<CoveoSolutions:CoveoJsSearch/>

The component will arrange for all the required scripts & stylesheets to be loaded in the browser when the page is being viewed. You can then
use it as you would in a normal HTML page.

If you are using a Coveo for Salesforce index, a default search endpoint will be automatically configured to securely perform queries on the
configured on it using the identity of the authenticated Salesforce user (see ). This endpoint will beCoveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class
automatically used by any search interface present on the page.

Actionable Results in the Coveo Insight Panel
You can use the JavaScript Search Framework within a custom Coveo Insight Panel.

In order to customize a Coveo Insight Panel, you need to create a custom Visualforce page and add the CoveoPanel component to it.

<apex:page standardController="Case">
  <CoveoSolutions:CoveoPanel type="case" recordId="{!record.id}"/>
</apex:page>

 

Now, you can reference that page in your layout and you should not see any difference. Note that you can use  instead of  andrecord recordId
fetch a subset of attributes using a controller to fill in the  property.record

public class CustomCasePanelController {
    public ApexPages.StandardController controller;
    public Case theCase { get; set; }
    
    public CustomCasePanelController(ApexPages.StandardController controller) {
        this.controller = controller;
        Case[] cases = [SELECT Subject, Description, ContactId FROM Case WHERE id =
:controller.getRecord().id];
        if (cases.size() > 0) {
            theCase = cases[0];
        }
    }
    
    public boolean getHasACase() {
        return theCase != null;
    }
    
    public String getCaseArticles() {
        List<CaseArticle> caseArticles = [Select Id, KnowledgeArticleId From
CaseArticle WHERE CaseId = :controller.getRecord().id];
        Map<String, String> articleRelations = new Map<String, String>();
        for (CaseArticle ca : caseArticles) {
            articleRelations.put(ca.KnowledgeArticleId, ca.id);
        }
        return JSON.serialize(articleRelations);
    } 
}

Custom Coveo Panel

Basic Controller

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint+Class
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Now that you have your custom Visualforce page and controller, you are ready to implement additional features.

To add a link to an email article in the PDF format

In order to create a link to an email article as PDF, you can use one of Salesforce's features. Refer to  for moreSending Articles from Cases
details. To add this feature to your results, you can listen to the  event.newResultDisplayed

<apex:page standardController="Case" extensions="CustomCasePanelController">
  <script type="text/javascript">
    var caseArticles = '{!caseArticles}';
    $(function() {
      $('.CoveoPanel').on('newResultDisplayed', function(e, args) {
        $(args.item).append(buildEmailArticleAsPDF(args.item, args.result));
      });
    });
    
    function buildEmailArticleAsPDF(item, result) {
      return $('<div/>').text('Email article as a PDF').click(function() {
        // Make sure that the current article is attached to the result
        if(!caseArticles[result.raw.sfkbid]) {
          attachArticleToCase(result.raw.sfkbid, '{!JSENCODE(theCase.Id)}', result,
$(item));
        }
        // Crafting a URL with a specific template ID that will add PDF versions of
articles as attachments
       
openSubTab('https://naXX.salesforce.com/_ui/core/email/author/EmailAuthor?p2_lkid={!JS
ENCODE(theCase.ContactId)}&rtype=003&p3_lkid={!JSENCODE(theCase.Id)}&template_id=EMAIL
_TEMPLATE_ID&new_template=1')
      });
    }
    
    function openSubTab(url, title) {
      sforce.console.getEnclosingPrimaryTabId(function (result) {
        sforce.console.openSubtab(result.id, url, true, title);
      });
    }
    
    function attachArticleToCase(articleId, caseId, result) {
      var caseArticle = new sforce.SObject('CaseArticle');
      caseArticle.CaseId = caseId;
      caseArticle.KnowledgeArticleId = articleId;
      var caseArticleCreateResult = sforce.connection.create([caseArticle]);
      caseArticles[result.raw.sfkbid] = caseArticleCreateResult[0].id;
      return caseArticleCreateResult[0].getBoolean("success");
    }
  </script>
  <CoveoSolutions:CoveoPanel type="case" record="{!theCase}"/>
</apex:page>

 

Add a button to create a KB article from a search result

Email Article As PDF

http://help.salesforce.com/HTViewHelpDoc?id=cases_send_articles.htm&language=en_US
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<apex:page standardController="Case" extensions="CustomCasePanelController">
  <script type="text/javascript">
    $(function() {
      $('.CoveoPanel').on('newResultDisplayed', function(e, args) {
        if(!args.result.raw.sfkbid) {
          $(args.item).append(buildCreateKbArticle(args.result));
        }
      });
      _.defer(function() {
        sforce.connection.sessionId = "{!$Api.Session_ID}";
      });
    });
    
    function buildCreateKbArticle(result) {
      var createKbArticleButton = $('<a/>').text('Create KB Article');
      createKbArticleButton.click(function() {
        $(this).hide();
        // Creating a KB article: you can use properties from the result and from the
current case.
        var kb = new sforce.SObject('Technical__kav');
        kb.Internal_Comments__c = result.excerpt + '\n' + result.clickUri;
        kb.Summary = '{!JSENCODE(theCase.Description)}';
        kb.Title = '{!JSENCODE(theCase.Subject)}';
        kb.URLName = '{!JSENCODE(theCase.Subject)}'.replace(/\s+/g,
'-').replace(/[^a-zA-Z-0-9\-]/g, '') + '-' + (Math.random() * 100000 +
'').replace('.', '-');
        var createResult = sforce.connection.create([kb]);
        
        if (createResult[0].getBoolean("success")) {
          openSubTab('/' + createResult[0].id, kb.Title);
        } else {
          $(this).show();
        }
      });
      return createKbArticleButton;
    }
    
    function openSubTab(url, title) {
      sforce.console.getEnclosingPrimaryTabId(function (result) {
        sforce.console.openSubtab(result.id, url, true, title);
      });
    }
    
  </script>
  <CoveoSolutions:CoveoPanel type="case" record="{!theCase}"/>
</apex:page>

Salesforce1 Integration

Integrating CoveoMobile.tab and CoveoSearchMobile.page

The Coveo package comes shipped with  which contains .CoveoMobile.tab CoveoSearchMobile.page

Sample code to create a KB Article
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1.  
a.  
b.  

2.  
a.  
b.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

To be able to see this page in your Salesforce1 application, follow these simple steps:

 For each user group in your organization, set the desired visiblity of the .CoveoMobile.tab
Access  >  > . Setup Manage Users Profiles
For each profile that you wish to be able to access the page, you will need to go to the Custom Tab section and make sure the
CoveoMobile tab is set to .Default on

Add the tab in your mobile layout.
Access  >  > . Setup Mobile Administration Mobile Navigation
You should see the Coveo Mobile Tab in the  list. Add it to the  list.Available Selected

That's it, you should now be able to see the CoveoMobile page when you log into your Salesforce1 application.

If you wish to customize the default search page (adding more facets, changing the layout etc.), then a few more steps are required.

Make a copy of .CoveoSearchMobile.page
Customize your new page by changing the facets, tabs and result template (see ).Javascript Search Framework
Read the official Salesforce1 documentation to further customize your search page (see ).Extending Salesforce1 with Visualforce Pages

Whitelisting the Salesforce Host for the JavaScript Search
The Coveo JavaScript Search Interface Editor needs to send HTTP requests to your Salesforce instance host. The Salesforce instance host
changes from one organization to another. By default, the host of your Salesforce instance is considered a remote site from an Apex code point of
view. A host accessed from Apex code must be whitelisted otherwise Salesforce prevents calls to this host. You must therefore add your
Salesforce host as a remote site in your Salesforce organization to allow the search page to communicate with your Salesforce organization. 

The JavaScript Search Interface displays the following message when you try to create a search page and your Salesforce organization host is
not yet configured as a remote site: 

You must add "[URL to add]" to your remote site list to be able to create or delete a search page... 

To whitelist the host of your Salesforce organization
Log in to your Salesforce organization with an administrator account.
Add your Salesforce organization host as a Remote Site (see  ). Adding Remote Site Settings
In the  page: Remote Site Edit

In the   box, enter a descriptive name of your choice (without spaces). Remote Site Name
In the  box, enter the URL of your Salesforce host, as reported in the message. Remote Site URL
Click .Save

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/JavaScript+Search+Framework+V0.9+%28Legacy%29+Home
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.salesforce1.meta/salesforce1/vf_pages_intro.htm
https://www.salesforce.com/us/developer/docs/apexcode/Content/apex_callouts_remote_site_settings.htm
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3.  

c.  

Reference
This section regroups topics that describe the various aspects of Coveo for Salesforce. 

JavaScript Components
Much like the standard  , Coveo offers a set of components specialized for a Salesforce context.Coveo Js Search Components

It is vital to have a good understanding of the   as well as a solid understanding of basic webJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
technology (HTML, JavaScript, CSS) in order to use this set of components and be able to customize them.

List of components

BoxPopup Component
UserActions Component

BoxPopup Component

In this topic:
Options

title
withAnimation
fullWidth
fullHeight

Methods
setTitle
open
close
toggle

Usage

Since the  is designed to be included in the Salesforce console sidebar with a limited amount of space, it might be useful to addBox Component
sections that can be hidden or shown when the user clicks on them.

This component is only a container inside which you can drop any other content or components.

Options

title

Specifies the static title that should be displayed.

The default value is .Click here to open

Note that since this component exposes methods to set its title, it's very possible that other components contained inside this container will
dynamically set it. 

Example:
title: 'My popup'

<div data-title='My popup'></div>

withAnimation

Specifies if the popup should open with an animation or not.

The animation is completely CSS based. To modify the actual animation itself, modify the CSS rules that applies to the relevant elements.

The default value is  .true

Example:
withAnimation: true

<div data-with-animation='true'></div>

fullWidth

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Components
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=Salesforce&title=Box+Component&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=20808087
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Specifies if the popup should open with the fully available width of the page.

Default value is  .false

Example:
fullWidth: false

<div data-full-width='false'></div>

fullHeight

Specifies if the popup should open with the fully available height of the page.

Default value is  .false

Example:
fullHeight: false

<div data-full-height='false'></div>

Methods

setTitle

Set the title displayed in the popup container.

$('.CoveoBoxPopup').coveo('setTitle', 'foobar');

open

Open the popup.

$('.CoveoBoxPopup').coveo('open')

close

Close the popup.

$('.CoveoBoxPopup').coveo('close')

toggle

Open or close the popup depending on its current state.

$('.CoveoBoxPopup').coveo('toggle')

Usage

The HTML content inside the  will be used to determine what will be shown or hidden when the panel is opened and closed.BoxPopup div
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<div class='CoveoBoxPopup'>
 <div class='coveo-facet-column'>
  <div class='CoveoFacet' data-field='@myfirstfacet'></div>
        <div class='CoveoFacet' data-field='@mysecondfacet'></div>
        <div class='CoveoFacet' data-field='@mythirdfacet'></div>
    </div>
</div>

UserActions Component

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

In this topic:
Option

showButton
enableBindOnBox
filters

Method
open
close
toggle

Samples
Adding the UserActions component as a tab in the CoveoBox panel
Adding the UserActions component as a standalone component

The  component allows your agents to see the actions performed by the end-user before or after the creation of a case within theUserActions

Salesforce console. The component takes the information from the Coveo usage analytics events performed during the visit in which the case
was created, like you can see from the Visit Browser page of the Coveo Cloud Administration Console (see Reviewing User Visits With the Visit

). You can configure which events the component displays. Browser

The components typically appears in a tab of a  panel, but can also be included as a standalone component in a Visualforce page (see CoveoBox
 or  ). Implementing the UserActions component Samples

Option

showButton

Specifies if the component should render a button to open/close itself.

The default value is  .false

<div class="CoveoUserActions" data-show-button="true"></div>

enableBindOnBox

Specifies if the component should listen to the  event fired by the closest  component to open itself.onPopupOpen BoxPopup

The default value is  .true

<div class="CoveoUserActions" data-enable-bind-on-box="false"></div>

Note:
The analytics transactions are processed at least at a 15-minute interval, or at a shorter time interval whenever a sufficient number of events
to process are available. There may therefore be a delay of up to 15 minutes between the moment an event is performed and the time the
event appears in the component. The delay however decreases as the rate of search events increases.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=138
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=138
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filters

Specifies which events the  component should display. You typically want to include only events that are manually performed byUserActions
the end-users, including appropriate custom events, and omitting the ones that are generated automatically by the components. The typically are
the Click, Search, or Custom dimension causes (see ). About Usage Analytics Dimensions

The default value is: searchboxSubmit,documentOpen,documentQuickView,pageVisit,pageView,caseCreate

<div class="CoveoUserActions" data-filters="searchboxSubmit,documentOpen"></div>

Method

open

This method will open the  component.UserActions

$('#myUserAction').coveo('open')

close

This method will close the  component.UserActions

$('#myUserAction').coveo('close')

toggle

This method will toggle open/close the  component.UserActions

$('#myUserAction').coveo('toggle')

Samples

Adding the UserActions component as a tab in the CoveoBox panel

The   component is typically included in a tab of a  panel as follows. UserActions CoveoBox

<div class="CoveoBoxPopup" data-title="User actions" data-full-width="true"
data-full-height="true" data-icon="coveo-sprites-tab-people">
 <div class="CoveoUserActions"></div>
</div>

Adding the UserActions component as a standalone component

In order to make the  component work as a standalone component, you'll need to add the   inUserActions UserActions Visualforce Component
your Visualforce page.

You'll also need to create a custom handler to open/close the component or you can simply use the  property.showButton

Sample

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=106
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<div class="CoveoUserActions" data-bind-on-box="false" data-show-button="true"></div>

Visualforce Components
CoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component
Send Apex Context to a JavaScript Search Interface
UserActions Visualforce Component
SearchInterface Visualforce Component

CoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component

The Coveo AppExchange package ships with a VisualForce component that imports all required dependencies for the JavaScript Search
Framework. It also preconfigures the search endpoint with search tokens.

Options

stylesheet

resultTemplate="CoveoFullSearch.css". Default is CoveoMiniSearch.css

This option provides a way to change the stylesheet used for the Search Page. You can change this to  if you want toCoveoMobileSearch.css
use the mobile CSS, or to   if you use a full search page.CoveoFullSearch.css

filter

. Default is emptyfilter="@sfkbid"

This option provides a way for you to pre-filter results that the query will return on the server side. This filter expression is going to be appended to
each query on the server.

searchHub

searchHub="name". Default is empty

This option provides a way to specify the search hub name that will be used when reporting events to the Coveo Analytics.

debug

debug="true". Default is .false

When set to true, causes the debug version of the JavaScript libraries to be used.

<!-- Use the full search CSS -->
<c:CoveoJsSearch stylesheet="CoveoFullSearch.css" />
 
<!-- Only show KB Articles -->
<c:CoveoJsSearch stylesheet="CoveoFullSearch.css" filter="@sfkbid"/>
 
<!-- Use a value crafted by the controller -->
<c:CoveoJsSearch stylesheet="CoveoFullSearch.css"
filter="{!someValueProcessedByTheController}"/>

Send Apex Context to a JavaScript Search Interface

You may want to have access to some Apex variables in your JavaScript Search interface. You can use the search context, a map of Apex values

Sample

Sample configuration
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1.  

to do this as shown in the following example.

Example:
In an on-premises Coveo REST Search API, you define a trusted application with its  secret key (see Defining Trusted

. You want to use the  to request a search token (see ) from your Apex page,Applications) secret key Requesting a Search Token
and then use the received search token in your JavaScript search interface to set the  to authorize the page toaccessToken
communicate with the REST Search API.

Here is how to do that:

In Salesforce, create an Apex class (see ) that allows you to get the token and create a searchAdding an Apex Class
context with the token in it.

public class MySearchController {
 
  class UserId{
    public String name {get; set;}
    public String provider {get; set;}
    public String type {get; set;}
    public UserId(String name, String provider, String type){
        this.name = name;
        this.provider = provider;
        this.type = type;
    }
  }
 
  class TokenResponse {
    public String token;
  }
 
  public String getContext(){
    HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();
    req.setEndpoint('https://YouRestApiUrl/rest/search/token');
    req.setMethod('POST');
    req.setHeader('Authorization', 'Bearer the secret key for the
application');
    req.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
    
    List<UserId> userIds = new List<UserId>();
    userIds.add(new UserId('foo@bar.com', 'Email Security Provider',
'User'));
    
    Map<String,Object> body = new Map<String, Object>();
    body.put('userIds', userIds);
    req.setBody(JSON.serialize(body));
    
    req.setTimeout(10000);
    
    Http http = new Http();
    HTTPResponse res = http.send(req);
    
    System.debug(res.getBody());
    
    return ((TokenResponse)JSON.deserialize(res.getBody(),
TokenResponse.class)).token;
  }
}

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/On-Premises+Search+Token+Authentication#On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-DefiningTrustedApplications
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/On-Premises+Search+Token+Authentication#On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-DefiningTrustedApplications
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/On-Premises+Search+Token+Authentication#On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-On-PremisesSearchTokenAuthentication-RequestingaSearchToken
https://www.salesforce.com/us/developer/docs/apexcode/Content/apex_qs_class.htm
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2.  Create a new Visualforce page (see ) that adds the search context in the component from theDefining Visualforce Pages
controller.

<apex:page standardstylesheets="false" sidebar="false"
docType="html-5.0" controller="MySearchController">
    <script type="text/javascript">
      $(function(){
        $("#search").on("afterComponentsInitialization", function() {
         
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints['default'].options.accessToken =
"{!context}"
        }); 
      })
    </script>
    
    <CoveoSolutions:SearchInterface mobile="false" />
</apex:page>

UserActions Visualforce Component

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

In order to create a standalone  JavaScript component (see  and UserActions UserActions Component Implementing the UserActions
), you'll need to add the  Visualforce component first to your page, and then add the  booleancomponent UserActions showUserActions

attribute to the  component.CoveoPanel

Option

record

Specifies the current Salesforce object. This will typically be a Case SObject.

<coveosolutions:UserActions record="{!record}"></coveosolutions:UserActions> 

 

 

SearchInterface Visualforce Component

In this topic:
How to include this Apex component
Resources included with this component
JavaScript code included and executed with this component
Options

This component takes care of wrapping the   and includes the script, references, as well as the necessaryCoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component
resources needed to create a full search interface.

Including this component in a Visualforce page allows you to create a full search page using the Interface Editor. 

How to include this Apex component

Simply reference the  Visualforce component in your Visualforce page as you would for any other Apex component, using theSearchInterface
Coveo package namespace prefix.

Sample

https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=pages_creating.htm
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Example:

<apex:page docType="html-5.0">
    <CoveoSolutions:SearchInterface />
</apex:page>

Resources included with this component

This component includes exactly the same resources as the  .CoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component

JavaScript code included and executed with this component

Since the component wraps the  , all the code described in that page is executed. This includesCoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component
the creation of the    (with the   and its renewal mechanism).Search Endpoint search token
The   call to initialize the search interface (see  )..coveo('init') jQuery Extension

Options

This component has all the same options as the  . CoveoJsSearch Visualforce Component

CoveoGlobal Class
The   class allows external Apex code to access some of the features of the Coveo Salesforce Integration.CoveoGlobal

Methods

generateSearchToken

static String generateSearchToken()
static String generateSearchToken(String filter)

static String generateSearchToken(String filter, String searchHub)

static String generateSearchToken(String filter, String searchHub, String[] userGroups)

 

Generates a search token than can then be used to invoke the Coveo Search REST API on the Coveo Cloud Platform.

The optional   argument specifies a mandatory query filter that will be included in all queries performed using this token. It can be used tofilter
effectively restrict the items available through the generated search token.

The optional   argument specifies the name of a search hub to use when logging events in the Coveo Analytics. For example, it can besearchHub
used to ensure that only queries recorded from a specific 'hub' are provided with auto-completion.

The optional   argument specifies an array of user groups to use when logging events in the Coveo Analytics using this token. ByuserGroups
defaut it will use the user profile name inside Salesforce.

This REST API is available at   (see ).https://cloudplatform.coveo.com/rest/search REST Search API Home

executeQuery

static Map<String, Object> executeQuery(Map<String, Object> arguments)

Executes a query using the Coveo Search REST API and returns the resulting JSON in dictionary format.

The   parameter specifies the query argument, as described in the .arguments REST API documentation

Maintenance
This section contains topics describing Coveo for Salesforce related maintenance tasks. 

Enabling the Interface Editor in Your Salesforce Organization

Enabling the Interface Editor in Your Salesforce Organization

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint+Class
https://developers.coveo.com/display/CloudPlatform/Search+Token+Authentication
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/jQuery+Extension
https://cloudplatform.coveo.com/rest/search
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/REST+Search+API+Home
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
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1.  
2.  

3.  

The Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud must have access to the API to allow the Interface Editor to operate. When you upgrade Coveo for
Salesforce from a version prior to the March 2015 release, you must disable API restrictions to enable the Interface Editor. 

You may get the the following error message within the Apex code within a managed package when API restrictions are enabled: 

Insufficient access; cannot execute Metadata operation with PAC enabled session id

 

To allow API access to the Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud package 

In Salesforce, access the  page.Installed Package
In the the Installed Package page, click the  link.Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud

In the   page, next to , click . Coveo for Salesforce Service Cloud (Managed) API Access Disable Restrictions

Coveo for Salesforce V1 - Release Notes
June 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.901
April 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.893
March 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.886
January 2015.1 Release - AppExchange v1.885.1
December 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.877.1
November 2014.3 Release - AppExchange v1.870
November 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.867
November 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.860
October 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.852
September 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.844
September 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.836
August 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.831.2
July 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.819
July 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.813
June 2014.3 Release - AppExchange v1.810
June 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.808
June 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.802.1

June 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.901

Enhancements

New template editor

Note:
 The Interface Editor is available in Coveo for Salesforce starting with the March 2015 release (see March 2015 Release - AppExchange

).v1.886

This release uses the , .JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy) June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530)

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=23920896
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You can now use the Interface Editor to easily customize and create HTML result templates, like other search interface features (see Configuring
). JavaScript Search Result Templates With the Interface Editor

Add support for AttachToCase in the InterfaceEditor

You can now use the Interface Editor to add an  component within a search results template. Attach to Case

Provide better default values for searchHub in Visualforce pages Coveo Panel and in CoveoSearch

Now the default  value is set using the page name instead of leaving it empty. searchHub

Bug Fixes

#58499 Round border around insight box searchbox
#59466 The OOTB panel should have  functionalityDid You Mean
#59468 When opening the full search, the console tab title is "External Page"
#59469 Left/right padding full search page when loaded from side panel
#59557 Access errors on editing page with remote site settings
#60551 missing Interface Editor font: 404 not found
#62567 On delete search page: web service callout fail
#62902 Salesforce package lib version to 0.0.0.0
#62931 Insight panel cannot display result when object contains too many fields

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=160
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=160
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#63104 Missing style for AttachToCase
#63953 Detach from case not working with KB Articles

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.10

Enhancement

[JSUI-579] - Further improve  response timeUserAction

Bug Fix

[JSUI-100] - SFV1: Salesforce added a border around the full search page

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.8

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-303] -  did an error on loading just after logging in Salesforce with IE. This fixes an issue found on Salesforce (see d3.js IE - Resources in
)ZIP not loaded the first time when Critical Update "Serve Static Resources from force.com domain" is activated

See   bug fixes.the bundled JavaScript Search June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.18)

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.7

Enhancements

[JSUI-268] - Further  error handling improvementsUserAction
[JSUI-22] - Analyst can filter analytics activity by account

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-90] - Attach Anything To Case breaks when the user doesn't have access to required custom object
[JSUI-199] -  name is not looking goodAttachResult
[JSUI-172] - Detached articles registered as clicks in the analytics
[JSUI-194] - Attach to case button still displayed outside case result template

 

 

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.6

Bug Fixes

See   bug fixes.the bundled JavaScript Search June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.10)

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.5

Bug Fixes

See    bug fixes.the bundled JavaScript Search June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.8)

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.4

Bug Fixes

#65284 Case id not set when opening the full search page from console making the AttachToCase not working.

See also     bug fixes.the bundled JavaScript Search June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.7)

June 2015 Maintenance Release - AppExchange v1.901.3

Bug Fixes

#64903 UA not logged on full search page if  is not set in token but set on the  componentsearchhub CoveoAnalytics

 

This release includes the .Javascript Search Framework June 2016 Release (v0.9.1530.26)

https://success.salesforce.com/issues_view?id=a1p300000008XWkAAM
https://success.salesforce.com/issues_view?id=a1p300000008XWkAAM
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=32933389
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=31326451
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=30409612
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=30409448
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=35946499
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April 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.893

Enhancements

Case ID, Subject, and Number are now logged in the analytics
See also the bundled   enhancements.JavaScript Search April 2015 Release (v0.9.1424)

Bug Fixes

#60168 A custom Salesforce Search Page doesn't seem to have its templates loaded before use
#59810 Analytics is disabled in Salesforce by default in a search page created by the Interface Editor

 

April 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.893.3

Bug Fixes

#62054 Blue background on clicked links in IE
#61729 Undefined console (e.g.: console.log() ) object when using IE8-9

 

April 2015.2 Release - AppExchange v1.893.2

Bug Fixes

JavaScript Search Framework only fixes (see )April 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1456)

April 2015.1 Release - AppExchange v1.893.1

Bug Fixes

#60502 Interface load events are not logged to the Analytics

 

March 2015 Release - AppExchange v1.886

In this topic:
In this topic: Enhancements

New Interface Editor
New InsightBox

Important Changes
Standard Coveo search interface replaced by the new Interface Editor page creation workflow
Change to the "Configure Your Coveo for Salesforce" page
Link rename

Bug Fixes

Enhancements

New Interface Editor

Coveo for Salesforce now comes with the new Interface Editor of the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework that allows administrators to easily
create and modify search interfaces without having to edit the HTML.

Maintenance release

Maintenance release

Maintenance Release

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=23232843
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=24641581
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New InsightBox

The new  (a Coveo for Salesforce Visualforce feature) can now be used in Coveo for Salesforce as an alternative to   Visualforce componentBox
the Coveo for Salesforce built-in Insight box (see ). The new  component can be easilyAdding a Predefined Coveo Insight Box V1 to a Tab Box
configured by developers (see ). Creating a Custom Coveo Box Inside the Salesforce Console

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Box+Visualforce+Component
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=15
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Creating+a+Custom+Coveo+Box+Inside+the+Salesforce+Console
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Important Changes

Standard Coveo search interface replaced by the new Interface Editor page creation workflow

If you are using the Standard Coveo search interface as your full search page in Coveo for Salesforce, it has been replaced by the new Interface
Editor page creation workflow. This new workflow improves the way your search page is built by detecting supported Coveo Cloud sources (see C

).reating Your First Full JavaScript Search Page in Salesforce

Change to the "Configure Your Coveo for Salesforce" page

In this release, the  option in the  page has been remove. If you have a customSalesforce Page Configure Your Coveo for Salesforce
Visualforce search page, its URL will rather be set in the  option.  Custom Page (URL)

If you are upgrading and using the default search page, you must disable API restrictions to allow the Interface Editor to work (see Enab
).ling the Interface Editor in Your Salesforce Organization

Your custom search page will not be impacted. You will still be able to use your search page as usual.

Be sure the correct domain is set in the  option. It should begins  ,  Custom Page (URL) with c.na16.visual.force.com not with co
.veosolutions.na16.visual.force.com

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=129
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=129
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March 2015 release Previously (January 2015 release)

Link rename

The has been renamed to  to more clearly indicate the behavior that did notReset your configuration link  Unlink your Coveo Organization
change. 

Bug Fixes

#58017  component uses an old signature of the CoveoCaseDeflection logCustomEvent

#54062 Salesforce1 tab menu may stay black on closing the menu

 

March 2015.2 Release - AppExchange v1.886.3

Bug Fixes

#58683  searchbox has its " " icon float leftInsightPanel Powered by Coveo
#58855 Expanded search insight panel breadcrumb and facet do not match only in IE
#59017 " " when clicking an insight panel result in FirefoxServer not found
#59810 Analytics is disabled in Salesforce by default in a search page created with the Interface Editor

Other bugs were fixed (see  ).JavaScript Search Framework related  March 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1387)

March 2015.1 Release - AppExchange v1.886.2

Bug Fixes

#58683 Insight Panel searchbox has its "Powered by Coveo" icon float left
#58855 Expanded search insight panel breadcrumb and facet do not match only in IE
#59017 "Server not found" when clicking an insight panel result in Firefox

Complementary fixes within the .JavaScript Framework March 2015.1 Release

January 2015.1 Release - AppExchange v1.885.1

Maintenance release

Maintenance release

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=22544700
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=22544700
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Bug Fixes

#54970 Correcting Salesforce integration link to Org tooltip

#55213 Expand search from filtered Insight panel in Salesforce
#55956 Search data remaining in the pop out when removed from the side panel
#55502 Tabs disappear on resizing browser window
#56396 JQuery extensions for usage analytics not executed

 
More bug fixes are available for the JavaScript Search Framework (see  ).January 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1255)

December 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.877.1

Bug Fix

#54392 After the installation of the package a confirmation email contains a broken link

More bug fixes are available for the JavaScript Search Framework (see  ).December 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1228)

November 2014.3 Release - AppExchange v1.870

Bug Fixes

No specific issues for Salesforce were fixed for this release, but improvements and bug fixes are available for the JavaScript Search Framework 
, which is embedded in the Salesforce Integration.November 2014.3 Release (v0.9.1185)

November 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.867

Bug Fixes

#51497 Apex pages layout issues

 

November 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.860

Bug Fixes

#51394   is not working in the side panel when you use  instead of .AttachToCase recordId record

October 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.852

 

Bug Fixes

#50486 HTML line break encoded and visible on the  pageapex/CoveoAdvancedConfiguration
Several other minor bugs were fixed

September 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.844

Bug Fixes

#49998 Salesforce tab search box does not do search as you type until tab change

September 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.836

We have updated our AppExchange offering after fixing new issues, #55502 and #56396

This release was postponed until the completion of the Salesforce Winter 15 updates to ensure the Coveo for Salesforce package on
AppExchange is available for all organizations.

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=20808170
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=19202156
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=18350752
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Bug Fixes

#49285 Document URL to open from a full search page was not correctly decoded
Minor stability issues

August 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.831.2

Enhancement

New Salesforce1 Tab/Interface Menu

The Coveo Mobile interface for Salesforce1 now has a new menu to access Tabs (ex.:   , , , etc).Accounts Cases Opportunities

Bug Fixes

#48520 Salesforce1: Clicking a link tries to open inside a console tab
#48949 In Salesforce config panel, the version shows as [object Object]

July 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.819
This release includes only changes to fix minor stability issues.

July 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.813
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Bug fix

#46468 Coveo Insight Box - Edit box : query extension with string parameter using double quotes evaluated as incorrect syntax.

 

June 2014.3 Release - AppExchange v1.810

Bug Fixes

#46624 VF page continues to show an older version when uploading a new JSON file
#45579 User result template: Name floating on the left when there are no images
#46638   analyticsUrl  URL does not work
#46854 Analytics: Missing  datasearchInterface
#47710 Registering submit button in a custom page using the CoveoSolutions package may show this in response: "you have
uncommited work pending. Please commit or rollback before calling out"

June 2014.2 Release - AppExchange v1.808

Enhancements

Improved Result Template in Insight Panel

The look for results in side panels has been improved with a new card-based design.

Reduced Number of Calls on the Coveo Cloud Platform

The outgoing calls to the Coveo Cloud platforms have been optimized to improve Insight Panel load time.

Inside Panels Configuration Can Now Contains Many More Boxes

The storage size for Insight Panel configuration has been significantly increased, allowing more boxes to be configured without reaching a limit.

Bug Fixes

#45445 JSON settings in Salesforce are limited to 65K characters
#45090 Coveo Insight panel ellipsis does not truncate properly

 

June 2014.1 Release - AppExchange v1.802.1

Enhancements

New Salesforce1 Mobile Search Page

The Coveo Salesforce Integration now contains a mobile search page that can be used in the Salesforce1 Mobile Application (see Salesforce1
).Integration
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Miscellaneous

The contextual case number is now included in the data reported to Usage Analytics.
The profile of the current user is now reported to the Usage Analytics. It will eventually be available as a dimension in Analytics
dashboards. 

Bug Fixes

#45249 Salesforce no results using "Guest Profile"
#45406 In : click on Quick View eye opens darken Quick ViewEdit a Coveo Insight Box
#45409 In : Table Display type brokenEdit a Coveo Insight Box
#45581 Facet saved state doesn't load on the expanded search
#45446 In Salesforce1, clicking the  button to close the facet panel does nothingDone

How to Leverage Custom Context Attributes in the Query Pipeline
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1.  

2.  
a.  
b.  
c.  

As you may know, the query pipeline conditions can be applied on a list of predefined variables like the  or the . It is alsoBrowser Language
possible to specify your own context attribute if needed.

To leverage custom context attributes in the Query Pipeline

In your search page, use a snippet of code like the following to push the context information:

$('#search').on('buildingQuery', function(event, args) {
args.queryBuilder.context = {};  
args.queryBuilder.context.myContextualVariable = "VALUE HERE";
}); 

In the Coveo Cloud Administration Console, build your condition in the query pipeline conditions:
In the panel on the left, click .Conditions
On the right sidebar, switch to the  view.CODE
Write your condition using in this format:

when $context[myContextualVariable] is "MY VALUE"

You can now use this condition on any pipeline rule that you want to apply it to.

See also:

Query Pipeline Language (QPL)

QueryBuilder

 

Adding a custom context parameter

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=18350826
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/QueryBuilder
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